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SUMMARY
A solution of the problem of the power and particle exhaust from the next step
tokamaks, will require new techniques which redistribute the power entering the
SOL onto much larger surface area than conventional divertor design permits,
while maintaining good impurity retention in divertor volume and allowing for ef-
ficient helium pumping. Progress made in developing such techniques is discussed.
Status of the modelling studies of dynamic gas target divertor and impurity seeded
radiating divertors is presented. Recent results of experiments on radiative and gas
target divertors are reviewed.

EDGE PHYSICS, POWER EXHAUST, DIVERTOR, TOKAMAK

RIASSUNTO

Una soluzione al problema dello smaltimento delta potenza delle particeile nei
tokamak di futura generazione, richiedera nuove tecniche con l'obiettivo di ridi-
stribuire la potenza che entra nel SOL su una superficie molto piu grande di quella
permessa dai divertori convenzionali, mantenendo allo stesso tempo una buona ri-
tenzione delle impurezze nel volume del divertore, e permettendo un pompaggio
efficiente dell'elio prodotto dalle reazioni di fusione. Viene presentato lo stato at-
tuale dei modelli che studiano il "dynamic gas target divertor" e i divertori in cui
vengono iniettate impurezze capaci di irradiare la potenza su una superficie molto
maggiore di quella delle piastre. Sono anche presentati i risultati di esperimenti ri-
guardanti divertori radiattivi e con alta concentrazione di neutri (gas target diver-
tors).
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A REVIEW OF PROGRESS TOWARDS RADIATIVE

DIVERTOR

Introduction
The International Thermonuclear Experimental Reactor (ITER) Project is a multi-phased
project, presently proceeding under auspices of the IAEA, according to the terms of a four-
party agreement between the European Atomic Energy Community, the Government
of the United States, the Government of Japan and the Government of the Russian
Federation. The project is based on the tokamak, a Russian idea which has been brought
to a high level of development and progress in all major fusion programs through the
world. The objective of ITER is to demonstrate the scientific and technological feasibility
of fusion energy for peaceful purposes[l]. ITER will demonstrate controlled ignition and
extended burn of D-T plasmas, with steady state operation as an ultimate goal.

Two phases of operation are planned [2]:

• the basic performance phase which focuses on ignition, associated physics and tech-
nological questions

• the enhanced performance phase which is needed in order to test a prototype blanket
for a demonstration reactor.

ITER is a full ignition, high power tokamak producing a nominal fusion power of 1.5
GW for about 1000 s and in this sense, ITER can be truly treated as a fusion experimental
reactor. The principal parameters of the outline design for ITER are listed in Tab.l[3, 4].

The size and performance of ITER are largely defined by extrapolating present results
obtained on operating conventional tokamaks. The precise set of machine parameters
(Tab.l) results from a compromise between physics demands, technological constraints
and costs.

The toroidal superconducting magnets, made of 20 D-shaped coils, generate a magnetic
field of 5.7T at the major radius of 8.14 m. The number of coils realizes an optimum
between size of the apparatus and the level of field ripple at the plasma edge (< ±2%).
Since at a given safety factor (qa) at the edge, the confinement time increases with plasma



Table 1: Representative ITER device parameters

ITER principal parameters
Fusion power (nominal)
Burn time (nominal)
Plasma current
Major radius (nominal)
Plasma minor radius (max.)
Elongation
Divertor configuration
Toroidal field
Toroidal field ripple at plasma edge (max.)

1.5 GW
1000 s
21 MA
8.14 m
2.8 m
1.6
Single null
5.7 T
2%

current and decreases with the power, in order to avoid entering into the domain of
systematic disruptions, qa should be grater than 2 (qa ~ 3). At this value, a plasma
current greater than 20MA is required to sustain ignition when helium ash and impurities
are taken into account. In order to improve H-mode access and to provide high current
drive capability, an auxiliary heating power of lOOMW^S] is planned.

The normal operation of ITER is with D-T mixture and helium ash. At ignition
and nominal fusion power (P/us ~ 1.5GW) the plasma is characterized by an average
temperature around 10.5A:eV and an average density of around 1.3 x 102Om"3.

The single null divertor requires a large volume inside the vacuum vessel and toroidal
field coils to exhaust the a-power and helium ash and to control the impurity influx. The
divertor occupies about one quarter of the available plasma volume.

In the present paper review of problems associated with the performance of the ITER
divertor are presented. Design requirements for the ITER divertor are discussed in the
Sec. 1.1. The basic points of the physics concept are described in Sec. 1.2 and the engi-
neering design and the choice of of plasma facing components are presented in Sec. 1.3. In
Sec.2 the underlying physics of the ITER divertor is discussed. High recycling divertor is
analyzed in Sec.2.1 whereas the dynamic gas target divertor is described in Sec.2.2. Since
the ITER divertor concept is based on detached or semi-detached operational regimes, the
physics of plasma detachment is discussed in Sec.2.3. Results of modelling of the ITER
divertor are discussed in Sec.3.1 and the experimental background for radiative divertor
is presented in Sec.3.2. Concluding remarks and summary are included in Sec.4.

1 Present concept of the ITER divertor

1.1 Requirements

One of the main problems to be solved for the demonstration of the technological feasibility
of thermonuclear fusion based on the tokamak principle is related to the power exhaust in
the divertor chamber. The main requirements for the ITER divertor are listed in Tab.2.

The basic goal of the ITER divertor is to remove the major part of the alpha particle



Table 2: Design requirements of ITER divertor
Exhaust of a-particle power
Exhaust of the He ash
Sufficient pumping to maintain
steady state burning
Low erosion of plasma
facing components
Reasonable impurity retention
Energy deposition during disruptions
Steady state heat flux to targets
Large radiation fraction

~ 240 - 480 MW
Ccore < 1 Q %

pumping speed ~ 500 m3/s
at p = 0.5 Pa
lifetime of target plates
>̂ 1000 full power discharges

Ze}} < 1.6
50-100 MJ/m2

< 5 MW/m2

80% - 90% of input power

power at acceptable power loads on the divertor plates and at reasonable erosion level.
Additionally it has to remove efficiently the He ash, keeping the core He concentration
below 10%. In a well designed divertor most of the impurities should be retained near
the targets. In ITER the core Ze// has to be smaller than 1.6 including core helium
concentration. ITER will produce a nominal power of l.bGW corresponding to an a-
particle power of ~ S00MW. For an energy confinement time of 4.5s, the thermal energy
stored in plasma is ~ 1.35GJ. If the machine is intentionally or accidentally driven to
its maximum power production capability (at the /9-limit) these numbers approximately
double.

In the classical high recycling divertor the power conducted into the SOL (scrape-off
layer) is concentrated onto a relatively small "wetted area". For ITER, the wetted area is
about 10 m2, which is much smaller than the divertor chamber wall (w 400 rn2) and the
first wall (« 1200 m2). The plasma will be heated by up to 400 MW (300 MW alpha
power -+• 100 MW auxiliary heating). For design purposes it is assumed that at least
100 MW will be radiated b)' Bremsstrahlung in the main plasma, whereas remaining 300
MW will enter divertor. The peak heat flux onto the divertor targets thus could be in
the range of 300 MTV/10 m2 « 30 MW/m2.

In addition to power and particle loads, the in-vessel systems must accommodate
electro-magnetic forces and energy deposition from disruption. It is expected that dis-
ruptions of the ITER ignited plasma will result in significant transient loads mainly on
divertor targets, which are accommodated by vaporization or melting of target material,
and will cause appreciable electrodynamic stress in the first wall and surrounding struc-
tures. For the case of thermal quench followed by a fast current decay (~ 10 ms) without
appreciable plasma displacement, most of the plasma energy is lost to the divertor. The
peak energy density on the divertor target is expected to reach 50 — 100 MJ/m2 and
significant ablation (CFC) and melting (Be, W) will occur[6]. Strong vapor shielding
is expected to redistribute the high energy deposition at the strike points more or less
uniformly onto the divertor cassette walls[7] but it causes most of the energy to be radi-
ated to the structures in the divertor causing erosion/evaporation there. A melt layer of
~ lOOfim and vaporization layer of ~ 5̂ /m are expected.

It should be noted also, that repetitive giant ELM's cannot be accommodated in
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any design of ITER divertor, since 0.5 mm of the plate material would be eroded in one
discharge. Therefore operational scenarios must be found which have ELM's small enough
(ratio of peak power to average power less than about 4) to produce only insignificant
evaporation.

The goal for the lifetime of the target plates is a few 1000 full power discharges,
including up to ~ 10% full power disruptions and 10% transient power excursions (~
20 MW/m2, up to 10 s of attached operation). To maximise the lifetime of plasma
facing components, they are made as thick as possible consistent with a maximum surface
temperature requirement at nominal power in normal operation (1 cm of Be or 4 cm of
CFC).

In order to reduce the target plate erosion and to achieve large lifetime of the target
plates the peak heat flux to the divertor plates should be reduced to ~ oMW/m2, which
means that up to 80%-90% of the power flowing to the SOL has to be dispersed in the
divertor chamber, mainly by impurity and hydrogen radiation.

To radiate large fractions of the power conducted in the SOL requires two simultaneous
conditions. The first is that the radiation losses must be sufficiently large that the plasma
temperature near the divertor plate is reduced to around 5 eV or lower. The second
is that the plasma pressure near the divertor plate is reduced by factor ~ 10 or more
compared to the plasma pressure at the midplane.

In ITER, for a fusion power of 1.5 GW. helium will be produced at a rate of 2 Pa m3/s
and must be exhausted at that rate. It can be done with a He pumping speed of 500 mzjs
assuming the helium concentration in the divertor of 2% (helium enrichment of 0.2) and
the pressure in the divertor of 0.5 Pa.

In order to meet all the above requirements, a detached regime of operations has been
proposed for ITER divertor. The design of the ITER divertor is based on "dynamics gas
target divertor conceptv[l, 6, 8, 9], in which radiation from hydrogen and impurities results
in a transfer of energy from the plasma in divertor to the walls of the chamber and strong
reduction of the energy and plasma flux to target plates (plasma detachment). This
type of operation has been seen in most present day tokamaks (JET[10, 11], DIII-D[12],
JT-60[13, 14], ASDEX-U[15: 16], ALCATOR C-MOD[17]), but a full extrapolation to
ITER still requires extensive experimental and modelling work.

1.2 The physics concept
Numerical simulations [18, 19, 20, 21, 22] and analytical estimations indicated that the
classical high recycling regime envisaged for ITER CDA divertor would lead to unac-
ceptably high power loads as well as high erosion rates on divertor plates. A significant
reduction of the power deposited onto the divertor target by radiation outside the closed
flux surfaces is not possible in a high recycling divertor, because the radiation is in prin-
ciple limited[23]. In order to allow for a high radiative fraction outside the LCMS, one
has to achieve a significant reduction of the total plasma pressure (a factor of ten) along
field lines which is not possible in high recycling divertor[6].

Therefore a new concept of the ITER EDA divertor has been proposed [1, 6, 8],
which relies on recirculating high density neutral gas (dynamic gas target regime) in the
so called power exhaust/momentum loss region. The ITER divertor operates in a high
density regime and will exhaust energy by impurity and hydrogen radiation and ion-
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neutral collisions, such as charge exchange and recombination. It is designed to enhance
the radiation losses in the divertor and control the location of the radiating region by
confining the recycling of neutral impurities and hydrogen to the divertor chamber.

Figure 1 shows a schematic view of the ITER EDA conceptual divertor design [1]
wherein hydrogenic neutrals entering the hot part of the divertor plasma laterally remove
energy and momentum by CX and radiation processes. If a sufficiently large flow of low
energy neutrals is injected perpendicular to the plasma surfaces in the divertor channel,
the above process take place all along the SOL. When the power carried by the SOL
is exhausted before reaching the target plates, the divertor plasma extinguishes. This
corresponds to a relatively high density of neutrals compared with standard divertor
operation. The leakage of neutral gas from the divertor chamber to the main plasma
region is reduced by baffling the neutrals at a narrow entrance of the divertor channel.
Owing to the large dimensions of ITER, the neutral gas in divertor will be collisional
with respect to neutral-neutral collisions. One consequence of such a collisional regime
is radial temperature gradient in the neutral gas decaying away from the plasma. This
radial temperature gradient, together with pressure balance in the gas, produces a radial
density gradient in the cold neutrals decaying towards the plasma, which would reduce the
flux of neutrals into the divertor plasma for a given pressure inside the divertor chamber.
In order to achieve a significant reduction in the number of neutral-neutral collisions
before neutrals reach the wall and the same time to allow for recirculation of neutrals
along divertor channel, an additional transparent wall is inserted between the plasma
and the cassette gas box walls. The hot neutrals thermalize and randomize their motion
by colliding with the transparent wall, thereby reducing the density gradient of the cold
neutrals. The transparent wall should have the highest possible transparency for neutrals
to maximize their recirculation.

The above described mechanism is expected to reduce the thermal load to the target
to less than 10% of the total power conducted to the SOL.

1.3 The engineering design

A gas dynamic divertor has been selected as the reference design for the ITER divertor[2,
24, 25, 26] (Fig.l). Beryllium is chosen as a plasma facing material which is bounded to
copper alloy on stainless steel supporting elements. The divertor is cooled by water and
has close-fitting baffles at the divertor mouth incorporated into the shielding blanket. The
reference design employs a " vertical target" concept which has the advantage that the
plasma provides a tight seal for the neutrals together with a increase in the "wetted" area
due to the inclination of the divertor plate. Vertical target configurations are presently
tested on Alcator C-Mod and JET.

Besides this concept, an alternative is being studied, a slot like divertor, which is
closely based on Alcator C-Mod divertor configuration[17]. Plasma facing materials other
than beryllium are also considered for the divertor, especially tungsten.

A divertor design consists of 60 modular cassettes[9], which have been chosen to achieve
compatibility with remote handling. They are located at the bottom of the vacuum vessel,
and each of ITER 20 toroidal sectors accommodates three cassettes. Each divertor cassette
is subdivided into four major sub-components (Fig.2):

• The divertor baffle/toroidal limiter (DB) is a high heat flux component
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Fig.2 Cross section of the divertor cassette and divertor baffles showing the main divertor
components [25].
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mounted on the bottom of blanket and equipped with Be cladding ~ 1 cm thick.
Its surface follows the flux surface 6 cm outside the separatrix in the midplane. It
is designed to resist a surface heat flux of 5 M\\/m~. The DB together with central
dome, provides baffling for neutral gas (pressure reduction of 104) in the divertor
chamber, and protects the components in the power exhaust/momentum losses re-
gion. The DB segments are aligned in toroidal direction to form a smooth first wall
(±1 mm).

• The central dome (CD) has to absorb particle and power deposition from the
SOL plasma, and especially radiation from regions close to X-point. The dome is
formed by the central part of the divertor cassette, shaped to follow a magnetic flux
line in the private region underneath the null point. It consists of a copper first wall,
protected towards the plasma by a beryllium layer 3 — 5 mm thick to resist heat
loads up to 5 MW/m2. The dome has to provide, together with DB, baffling for
the neutrals and to protect leading edges of the divertor components in the power
exhaust/momentum losses region from direct interactions with the SOL plasma,
which has a parallel heat flux > 1 GWjm2. Such protection is particularly important
for plasma start up, during current ramp down phase, and during uncontrolled
movements of the plasma due to disruptions.

• The power exhaust/ momentum loss (transparent wall) region has to pro-
mote the recirculation of the neutrals while allowing direct deposition of the plasma
momentum to the transparent wall. It occupies most of the divertor cassette and
consists of two separate chambers (gas boxes), in which plasma wall distance is
maximized to promote the neutral recirculation along the divertor channel and of
a "transparent walls" close to the plasma. These transparent walls are composed
of wing-like structures tilted by 45° in the toroidal direction to the magnetic field
lines. This wing like structure is about 10 cm away from the last flux line entering
the divertor through the baffle, and intercepts the hot neutrals emanating from the
divertor while allowing the cold neutrals circulate behind it. Because both the en-
ergy flux carried by the particles needed to remove the momentum and much of the
power of > 200 MW radiated in the divertor region will be deposited on the wings,
they are design to receive a peak heat load flux of 5 MW/m2.

• The energy dump targets (EDT) are design both to receive steady state power
load of < 10% of the 240 MW conducted into the SOL (assuming that 90% is lost
by radiation and neutral collisions) and to absorb the transient heat pulses during
plasma burn through, due to ELM's, sawteeth and disruptions. Approximately
60% of the steady-state heat load (about 2.5 MW/m2 ) will be deposited within
the first radial power decay length of about 3 cm at the target on a poloidaly tilted
dump plate, one half of the 5 MW/m2 assumed as a design value. The inner and
outer targets are tilted at different angles to the magnetic field lines. The inner
target is a "vertical target" pushing neutrals toward the separatrix and into private
region, whereas the outer one pushes the neutrals away from the separatrix to the
pumping duct. In circumstances when heat pulses due to disruption or ELM's burn
through the gas target, evaporation and melting of EDT will be unavoidable. The
total energy deposited on these targets would be about 1.5 GJ but, if the duration



is longer than 0.1 ms, vapor shielding will help to radiate a large fraction of the
flux to the walls (reduction of the target load by factor 10 — 100). The protection
material is beryllium, with a thickness of 10 mm in order to maximize the lifetime
of the EDT and to allow for a steady state heat load of 5 MW/m2.

Plasma facing components

Different materials are under consideration for plasma facing components, e.g. beryllium,
carbon fibre composites (CFC) and tungsten. For the reference design the selected mate-
rial is beryllium. The reasons for this choice are, among others: no tritium co-deposition,
no hard density limit disruptions, increased current decay time, reduced runaway en-
ergy during disruptions, preferably only one plasma facing material inside vacuum vessel.
Physical and chemical sputtering are major factors limiting the lifetime of targets and
the chamber walls in the ITER divertor. Preliminary assessments indicate that beryl-
lium cladding of 1 cm thickness and of 3 cm. thick carbon fibre composite covering will
behave in a similar way, having predicted target lifetimes of order of a few 1000 full
length discharges. The greater thickness of the carbon material is possible because of its
higher thermal conductivity. Chemical erosion of carbon fibre composite appears to be
worse at low energies in comparison with beryllium. For a 1 cm tungsten target, however
the lifetime is as great as 106 discharges, for neutral energies below 30 cV and plasma
temperature below 20 eV. Although tungsten and other high Z metals have longer life-
times against erosion, the permitted impurity influx into the plasma is smaller because of
radiation from ionized impurities in the plasma core.

Another limitation to the lifetime of divertor components is the damage occurring
during disruptions. Estimations of the allowable number of disruptions on a target need
to account for vapor shielding effect, and for metals, the stability of melt layers. These
are key research and development topics.

2 Physics of the ITER Divertor

Introduction

In a divertor tokamak, the power which crosses the last closed flux surface, via perpendic-
ular transport then flows primarily in the direction parallel to the magnetic field, along
open flux surfaces into the divertor chamber and onto the targets. Due to the great dis-
parity between perpendicular and parallel transport rates, the flow is confined to a very
narrow region, the scrape-off layer (SOL), which is typically only about 1 cm thick at the
midplane and consequently large peak heat fluxes are expected onto the divertor plates in
reactor-sized machine like ITER. Energetic ions incident upon the targets cause an influx
of target material (impurities) into the divertor plasma via sputtering. The steady state
distribution of impurities along the open field lines is set by a balance of friction force
towards the target, thermal gradient forces away, and perpendicular diffusion. In ITER
most of the impurities released from targets should be well retained in the divertor in
order to minimize the core plasma contamination. To reduce the power arriving to the
divertor plates and the target plates erosion most of the input power has to be dispersed
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in the divertor chamber to the sidewalk ($0%-90%). In principal four types of solutions
could be suggested to reduce the power loading on the divertor surfaces to tolerable levels:

• make the SOL thicker

• reduce the angle of incidence between the field lines and the target below 1 degree

• inject radiating impurities into the divertor away from the target plates

• "gas target" divertor: extinguish the plasma before it reaches the target plates by
interaction with hydrogen neutrals along the length of the divertor plasma

It should be noted that probably the successful next step divertor will employ a combi-
nation of the above methods.

As regard to increasing of the wetted area via a ticker SOL it can be achieved by
biasing of the SOL/Divertor plasma. Such experiments have been performed recently on
DIII-D tokamak[27] and at the Tokamak the Varennes[28]. A second method to increase
the SOL thickness, which has been studied on TORE Supra[29] in a limiter configuration,
is to ergodize the edge layer. The third method for SOL width control via RF-induced
ponderomotive forces[29], has been studied at UCLA and PPPL. These methods are
potentially fruitful but application of them to ITER is not clear at this moment.

On other hand, the thickness of the "naturally occuring" SOL is not well enough
characterized at preset to permit confident extrapolation to a ITER-sized device. For a
conduction-dominated SOL, the basic scaling of the temperature decay length, and hence
on the power decay length (Ap = 2/7Ay), is given by:

Ap
\

where A'j_ and A'||, are thermal conductivities, and Lc is the connection length. The
major uncertainty lies in the scaling of K±(= n,Xxi ns is the upstrem plasma den-
sity) whereas the predicted target loads depends strongly on the cross field transport
(£>x, Xx> Xl)- Most simulations of edge plasma have used either Xx = c o n s t a n t or
Xx ~ T/B ("Bohm-like"). However it is quite possible that the edge diffusivity depends
also on machine size through the dimensionless Larmor radius (p,/a). Estimations show
that relative to JET, the power decay length for ITER is larger by a factor 1.5 for both
Bohm transport and constant transport coefficients, smaller by factor 1.1 for Gyro-Bohm
and larger by a factor 3 for stochastic transport[30].

One of the most promising methods leading to reducing of the heat flux load is based
on impurity radiation. If impurities can be introduced into the divertor throughout its
volume rather than just in the target area, large amounts of energy can be radiated,
relatively uniformly, to the sidewalls. But there are serious concerns regarding impurities,
whether or not the injected impurity ions can be retained in the divertor and the stability
of highly radiating divertors. The solution to these problems need a fully self consistent
multi-species 2D treatment of plasma and impurity transport in the SOL, and up to now
there is no defined solution. It seems that injected atoms will be satisfactory retained
if they are injected into regions where hydrogen flow towards the targets is sufficiently
strong and the ion temperature is low[31, 32].
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In general two operating scenarios can be considered for ITER divertor: high recycling
regime and gas target regime.

In high recycling divertor plasma remains in contact with the targets ("attached") and
most of the neutrals recycling from the target are reionized in the divertor, rather than
escaping. The parallel heat flux is predominantly by conduction, except in the reionization
zone near the target.

In the gas target divertor the plasma is "extinguished " or detached from the target
plates due to interactions with hydrogen neutrals. In this regime there is no flow of plasma
to the end plates, and a strong reduction of the plasma heat flux as well as the plasma
momentum is achieved near the targets.

It is not clear at this moment which operating regime is the most suitable for ITER
divertor. The dynamic gas target divertor has been chosen as the reference physics concept
for the ITER divertor, but there are no fully satisfying experimental and modelling results
which support this concept.

In order to analyze in more detailed way the ITER divertor solution, the physics of
both divertor regimes will be discussed in the following.

2.1 High recycling divertor
Previous divertor concept for ITER CDA was based on the high recycling regime. In
this regime, a reduction of plasma temperature and some reduction of peak heat power
at the divertor target can be achieved by intense recycling of neutrals, occurring in a
thin layer in front of the target (<C 1 cm). Such a regime of operation is suitable for
reducing the plasma contamination in present generation tokamaks, where heat loads can
be kept well below 5 MW/m2 and good impurity control is achieved but it would not
be probably acceptable for future fusion devices. The reason is that in a high recycling
divertor a large fraction of incoming power is consumed by ionization of the recycling
neutrals, radiation and charge exchange and most of this fraction is still deposited onto
the target by recombination or radiation due to proximity of the recycling region to the
plate. That can be clearly seen from a 1-D expression for the power conducted on the
divertor plates:

QPiate = ndcdMd[(6 + M2
d)Td + EH + ^——-jA^ (1)

where nd is the plasma density at the target, cd is the sound speed, Md is the Mach
number at the target, EH is the recombination energy (13.6 eV), £ is the total energy
consumed by ionization process (ionization potential + radiation % 30 eV), 6 = 5 — 8 is
the energy transmission factor, Td is the plasma temperature at the target and A^ is the
effective area of the divertor plate. The first term in the Eq.( 1) is the power flux into
the sheath region, the second gives the the plate power load associated with the release of
the ionization energy EH at recombination. £ — EH is the power radiated per ionization
event (the factor 1/2 assumes that half of this power is absorbed at the plate).

Results of 2D code calculations indicate[6] that for pure hydrogen plasma the high
recycling regime at the transition to detachment would be marginally adequate to handle
power levels of just above 100 MW into the SOL in ITER EDA geometry, yielding 2 — 4
MW/m2 heat flux to the target before application of peaking factors. However this pure
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D-T case requires too high an upstream density ns > 1.2 x 1O20 m~3[22]. In order to
attain a reasonable operating window in upstream density ( n., ~ 0.5 — 0.8 x 1O20 m~3)
a significant fraction of the power flowing to the SOL has to be removed upstream. In
the case of ITER EDA power levels, this would mean that at least SO — 90% of the power
going to the SOL must be radiated. This requirement favors the new gas target concept,
since in order to achieve significant radiation, a strong pressure drop along field lines is
necessary. The role of the pressure balance can be easily appreciated by writing Eq.( 1)

QPiate = pdcdMd[{6 + MJ)Td

Since the plasma pressure is approximately constant along the field lines

Pd = I
reducing Td by radiation reduces Q , but increases the total particle flux (here ps is the

plasma pressure in midplane).
It has been shown in the paper of Borrass and Janeschitz[23] that the radiation in the

SOL is limited due to the requirement that the sum of the power flux into the sheath
region and the power consumed by the recycling process has to be smaller than or equal
to the power arriving at the recycling region.

Qsheath + Qrecycl < QsOL ~

The energy balance in the SOL can be written as:

ndcdMd[i + (6 + M2
d)Td}A^ = QSOL(1 - fimp) (3)

where fimp is the fraction of power radiated in the SOL and in the divertor and QSOL is
the power entering SOL. In Figure 3 the energy balance along field lines (Eq.3) versus
temperature in front of the target is shown. The right hand-side of Eq.(3) (power into
recycling region QSOL(1 ~ fimp)) is a horizontal line which can be moved along Y axis
by changing /;TOp. The individual contributions to the recycling losses (left hand side
of Eq.(3)) and the total recycling losses are also shown. Both points of the intersection
of the line with the solid curve (total recycling losses) are valid solutions to Eq.(3), but
only the solution at higher temperature is stable. If power into the recycling region falls
below the minimum of the curve (Fig.3), no solution exists and edge density limit occurs
(Borras limit). In ITER large radiation fractions are required and in order to avoid this
density limit, the recycling losses must be reduced. This can be achieved by reducing
the pressure along field lines, thereby reducing the particle flux Yd — ndCdMd. In ITER
radiation fraction of 90% should be achieved and associated pressure drop should be of
order fp < 0.2 (here fp = ps/2pd). In gas target divertor such a pressure drop can be
provided by interactions of the plasma with cold neutrals along the divertor channel.

It should be stressed at this point that the conclusion that the radiation is limited in
high recycling divertor is not necessarily true. Let us consider the power balance equation
in the SOL (Eq.3) together with pressure balance along field lines (Eq.2).

The solution of the set of these two equations exist only if the following condition is
fulfilled:



^T

Td[eV]

Fig.3 Terms in the energy balance equation along field lines versus temperature at the target
plates. Tcntd marks edge density limit.
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n.T.f,
J6^ (4)

QsOL V m «
where ns. Ts, are the upstream density and temperature, respectively, e is the electron

charge and rrifj is the hydrogen ion mass. It can be seen that /;mp increases as the
pressure reduction factor decreases as reported by Janeschitz[23] but it increases also
if ns, Ts decreases. This condition constitutes the edge density limit rather than the
radiation limit, since upstream pressure is determined by the plasma conditions in the
SOL. It should be noted also that in recent calculations of Braams[33j and Taroni[34]
dealing with ITER high recycling divertor, a high radiation fraction has been achieved
by impurity injection. Braams shows that in the case of high recycling divertor and
reasonable upstream plasma density (ns = 6 x 1019 m~3) ITER divertor can radiate
almost all power going to the SOL (Qs = 180 MW) at reasonable impurity concentration
(0.6% Ne, or 0.4% Ar)

2.2 The dynamic gas target divertor

The physics on which the new ITER divertor concept is based has been presented by
Janeschitz et. al.[6]. It would be useful to recall the main points of this work, with
respect to our further discussion.

It is assumed that the plasma pressure is reduced dynamically by ion-neutral interac-
tions along divertor channel. The momentum loss (pressure drop) which can be achieved
by ion neutral interactions depends directly on / nodl along the field lines in the SOL
plasma. Two extreme cases can be distinguished: a localized neutral pressure case with a
very high neutral density close to the plate (n0 >- 102ora~3) (high pressure solution) and a
distributed neutral density case with moderate neutral density (no < 102Om~3) along the
whole length of a deep divertor (connection length > 10 m) (low pressure solution). In the
former case the neutral pressure is approximately equal to the divertor plasma pressure,
of the order of 1 Torr, which is roughly 1000 times higher than typically measured in the
private flux region of today's divertors. By a low pressure solution we mean one where
the neutral pressure is of order of 10 mT, similar to that which has been observed in the
pumping baffle of the DIII-D advanced divertor[35]. This solution is considered for ITER
and it requires a strong recirculation of the neutrals recycled at the target into the upper
part of the divertor chamber.

To obtain a strong pressure drop by momentum transfer to neutrals each ion has to
make several collisions with neutrals before reaching the target plate. The recirculating
neutrals must be able to penetrate the divertor plasma, gain energy and momentum from
ions by charge-exchange collisions, transport the energy and momentum to the divertor
chamber wall, and repeat this process several times before being ionized. In order to have
neutral penetration length A"1 ~ (A"1 + A^1) much shorter than the ionization length
A, the temperature in this region should be below 5 eV. The minimum divertor depth
(extinction length) to reduce the pressure significantly (fp « 0.1 — 0.2) can be estimated
as ~ 2 m. Since Xcx for cold neutrals is in most cases much shorter than the width of
the divertor plasma (Acr ~ 0.02 m) momentum is removed mainly from the boundary.
However, the neutrals can penetrate into the plasma by multiple CX collisions because at
Te < 5 eV the ionization probability is small. These neutrals experience charge exchange
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with the ions and therefore transport momentum to the edge region. In this conditions
the transport of ion-neutral fluid is determined by neutral component. Since direct energy
losses due to ion-neutral collisions alone are not sufficient to remove the required power
(> 200 MW) and to reduce electron temperature Te to 5 e\\ the energy must be lost
mainly by impurity radiation upstream. For this aim, recycled impurities such as Ar or
No are proposed.

In a dynamic gas target divertor the energy losses by radiation, ionization and charge
exchange cause the plasma temperature T to drop from ~ 100 e.V to < 5 eV at the
ionization front. By pressure balance the plasma density increases at the front (Fig.4).
It is expected that further down stream where the temperature is low, a transition to
supersonic flow could occur[36]. This supersonic flow will produce an anisotropy of the
charge exchange neutrals, increasing with Mach number and providing the neutrals with
a mean direct velocity along magnetic field lines. Additionally supersonic plasma flow
would make the momentum transfer by neutrals from the plasma to the gas and thus to
the wall, more efficient[37].

The efficiency of the momentum loss to the wall can be estimated as[6]:

lwall
(5)

\- - Ann 1+fM2

1V/V ffiM K '

where fw is the momentum loss fraction, i.e. the momentum transferred to the side
walls normalized to the momentum to the side walls and target, A* is an effective length
of momentum loss, L is the length from ionization front to the target, Ann is the neutral-
neutral collisions length at the plasma edge, u0, t>, are the neutral and plasma velocities,
respectively and 7 = cp/cv is the ratio of specific heats. A* results from the competition of
two processes, momentum transfer via charge exchange from ions to neutrals (increasing
with neutral density) and momentum transfer via the neutral gas to the wall (decreasing
with neutrals density because v0 approaches V{).

The choice of the divertor geometry for ITER is based on a dilemma: momentum
and energy removal by hot neutrals requires a material wall close to the plasma, whereas
redistribution of the recycling neutrals along the divertor requires a wide gas box, i.e. a
distant wall. Accordingly, an additional transparent wall close to the divertor plasma is
mounted in an otherwise very wide gas box.

Summarizing, it can be seen that the new divertor concept is based on the following
assumptions:

• high radiation outside LCMS will reduce the plasma temperature below 5 eV in-
ducing plasma detachment

• due to interactions of plasma with neutrals via charge exchange process, the mo-
mentum and power will be lost to the chamber walls

• the wide gas box geometry allow for redistribution of recirculating neutrals along
the whole divertor channel
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• supersonic flow should result in ITER divertor helping in removal of momentum
and dissipating plasma energy

Since the ITER divertor concept has been developed mainly on analytical and intuitive
basis[l, 8], a significant theoretical and experimental effort is necessary in order to verify
the basic assumptions of the divertor concept.

Theoretical investigations and numerical studies have been initiated and it seems that
basic physics processes leading to plasma detachment has been identified. Modelling
results show that, in principle, it would be possible to achieve in the ITER divertor
detached plasma conditions, but probably only in the case of high pressure gas target
solutions.

2.3 Phenomenology of the plasma detachment

Detached (or semi-detached) regimes of ITER divertor operations have been proposed
as the reference operating scenario for the ITER radiative divertor. Such regimes of
divertor operation have been observed on most diverted tokamaks[38] and they can be
characterized by:

• high energy radiation losses from the scrape off layer region

• low plasma temperature near the divertor plate (temperature detachment)

• relatively high neutral gas density in the divertor volume

• strong decrease of the plasma particle and energy fluxes onto the plate (particle
detachment)

• strong plasma pressure drop along magnetic field lines in the divertor volume

Qualitatively description of the plasma detachment can be made by analysis of energy
and particle balance in the SOL[36, 39]. First it should be recalled that divertor detach-
ment regimes in tokamaks were found for high recycling conditions, when plasma flux
from the bulk to the SOL, TSOL, is much smaller than the plasma flux onto the target,
Pd (Fig.5) which is determined by ionization and recombination process (neutral and/or
plasma recycling) in the SOL. TSOL <C Fj implies that neutral ionization length A, is
much smaller than the characteristic plasma width in the divertor Ap. For a deep slot
divertor this requirement can be replaced by A, <C Lsiot, where Lsiot is the sloth depth.
Since TsoL/^d < 1 we can neglect the influence of the particle flux VSOL (in zero order
approximation) and consider SOL region as a closed box with fixed number of particles
in it. Only an energy flux QSOL comes into the SOL from the bulk in this extreme limit.
For a given input energy flux we can estimate the particle flux to the plate. Since with
every ionization process, the energy loss £ (~ 30 eV) is associated, the particle flux has
to satisfy the following inequality[39]:

r . QSOL — Qrad — QN QSOL ,„*r j S— jm—<~ (7)
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where Qrad and Q,v are the energy los?' s from the SOL due to impurity radiation

and neutral flux onto the side wall and target plates. The plasma temperature near the
target 7^, in the above expression should be calculated self-consistently, but in the limit
QSOL ~ Qmd ~ QN —> 0 one can expect that T4 —>• 0. Then, from (7) it follows that plasma
flux on to the target decreases with QSOL ~ Qrad — QN —*• 0.

If the energy losses increases, one might expect that the neutral gas density near the
walls remains the same or increases, resulting in a constant or even increasing influx of
neutrals into the plasma and consequently the decrease in the plasma flux is followed by
an increase of the neutral influx (reversed flow) onto the high temperature region where
neutrals are immediately ionized. But now the question appears how can the decrease
in Td be balanced by an increase in the neutral flux into the plasma. There are two
explanation of this phenomena.

First, the hot temperature region of the SOL plasma is screened from the neutrals by
a relatively dense cold (no neutral ionization !) plasma layer (Fig.6) with characteristic
width Ac > Ayv; where A.v, = VTi/(nc (av)Ni), nc is the plasma density in the cool layer,
VTi is the ion thermal velocity, and (&v)Ni is the ion-neutral collision rate. Therefore, the
neutral influx FA,- onto the hot temperature region, is determined by a slow diffusive like
neutral flow through the dense cold plasma layer. That layer is called a "plasma baffle",
since it effectively rejects a major part of the oncoming neutral free streaming flux. It
should be noted that in plasma baffle the ion neutral mean free path is much smaller than
the length of magnetic field line in the cold layer, and, consequently, plasma flow through
the plasma baffle region can be significantly affected by the neutral dynamics.

Secondly, the plasma recombines before it reaches the targets. Since plasma recombi-
nation only becomes effective at low temperature and relatively high plasma density, in
practice, both above mechanisms probably work together. Moreover, plasma recombina-
tion alone can not explain decrease of Yd when QSOL — Qrad — QN —• 0 and Fjv ~ const.,
since ionization events take some energy from the plasma, which can not be released back
completely during recombination (even in the optically thick plasma).

Now in order to consider the behavior of plasma pressure near the target, the plasma
flux on the target F^ can be written in the following way:

Yd = A\\ ndcd oc A\\ Pd/yTd (8)

pd dTd the pl
we get (for Aj| fa cont.)

d \\ dd \\ P d / y d ()

where pd = ndTd is the plasma pressure at the target. From expressions (7) and (8)
t)

Pd

For a monotonic dependence of Td on QSOL — Qrad ~ QN —• 0 it follows that plasma
pressure near the target decreases as QSOL — Qrad — QN — * 0.

It is interesting now to consider the main features of energy loss due to impurity
radiation and plasma-neutral interactions. The energy loss due to impurity radiation can
be estimated as Qrad oc Cimp(np)

2Vpradi where np and Ctmp are the plasma density and
impurity fraction and Vprad is the radiating SOL plasma volume. The energy loss due
to the neutral flux onto the target can be estimated as: QN OC SNnoTwcw, where 5V
is the sidewall and target area, nQ is the neutral density, Tw is the plasma/neutral gas
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temperature near the walls and target and cw cc JTu,/rrif]. As it can be seen impurity
radiation loss is volumetric, whereas neutral energy is lost at the surface. However, since
both are proportional to the densities, they could increase with an increasing number of
particles in the SOL.

From the arguments presented above, basic features of the plasma detachment can be
explained. It is found that high radiation losses from the SOL region due to impurity
radiation (and hydrogen) result in low plasma temperature near the divertor plates, in-
creasing neutral energy losses and neutral density in the divertor, and (simply due to the
energy balance) decreasing plasma particle and energy fluxes onto the targets. Simulta-
neously, plasma pressure near the target decreases. It should be noted that in agreement
with experiment, detachment occurs at high plasma density and/or high impurity frac-
tion, since both these factors result in increasing impurity radiation loss. In tokamaks,
with open divertor geometry, plasma detachment, would be probably accompanied by the
formation of the cold dense plasma layer (plasma baffle) which decreases penetration of
the neutrals into the hot temperature region. Formation of this layer could be sensitive
to the divertor geometry and simultaneously, the dynamics of plasma flow in this layer
can be strongly affected by plasma-neutral coupling, which can result in a parallel gradi-
ent of the plasma pressure. Plasma recombination appears to be probably an important
mechanism for reduction of the plasma flux onto the target.

This phenomenological explanation of the plasma detachment in divertor is also con-
firmed by 2D numerical simulations of plasma and neutrals transport in the tokamak
SOL. An interesting study of the plasma detachment in the tokamak divertor has been
made by D. Knoll[41]. The physical model used in calculations consists of ions, electrons
and hydrogen atoms. The atomic collisional processes considered include electron impact
ionization, ion-neutral elastic collisions, charge exchange process, three body and radia-
tive recombination and neutral-neutral collisions. Results of numerical simulations show,
that for sufficiently high upstream plasma density, the plasma heat to the plate extin-
guishes on some distance from the target where strong ionization front is formed (Fig.7).
In this front most of the mass, momentum and energy transfer occur between the plasma
and the neutral gas in the case of detached plasma. In the divertor strong convection
of neutral particles occurs. Due to the interactions of neutrals with the chamber wall,
neutrals particles flow along the divertor target towards the upper side wall, which forces
then neutrals to flow back towards the plasma where they are ionized. It appears that
most of the ionization energy lost is regained via recombination before plasma reaches
the plate, and that there are significant hydrogen line radiation losses. It is important
to note that the heat flux has a significant radial component in the neutral dominated
region, which is a result of efficient neutral conduction across the field and significant
radial convection in the neutral component. The ionization front is clearly defined by
sharp drop in the neutral density (Fig.8). The plasma pressure is reduced in the region
when strong concentration of neutrals appears, since the neutrals move freely across the
field and they have a significant larger radial viscosity.

The calculation results indicate also that neutral-neutral collisions can be important
for ITER at the neutral densities approaching 1O20 m~3.

It should be stressed that results of 2D calculations indicate that neutral viscosity,
but not charge-exchange process, seems to be responsible for the momentum removal in
the detached plasma, which is in contradiction to the assumption being the basic point
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of the ITER divertor physics concept.

3 Modelling Predictions and Experimental Evidence
for ITER Divertor Operation

During last few years a strong modelling activity developed aimed at more accurate as-
sessment of the neutral plasma interaction and understanding of the physics of plasma
detached regimes in tokamak divertor [18, 42, 44, 45, 46, 47, 48, 49, 50, 51]. 2D diver-
tor modelling codes and analitycal models are being used to assess the performance of
the ITER divertor. In the following the modelling predictions for the ITER divertor are
discussed.

3.1 Modelling of the ITER divertor
One of the basic questions concerning ITER divertor is the question of whether low
pressure solution exist. An interesting study of low pressure case has been presented by
Kukushkin[42], who tried to reproduce, at least qualitatively, the picture being the basis
of the ITER divertor concept[l, 6, 8]. He used a slab geometry, with 2D fluid plasma and
Monte Carlo neutral code to study low pressure case. In his solution, the target and walls
were perfectly absorbing to plasma and hot neutrals, and cold neutrals were fed back in
uniformly through the walls to maintain particle balance. For the case shown in Fig.9 it
is possible to find solution when a sharp "torch" of hot plasma is formed in the divertor,
where almost all the power (and parallel momentum) is transferred to the walls by charge
exchange. For 200 MW of total power input to the SOL, for instance, and for gas density
no = 1020 m~3, the plasma flame would be extinguished at the length of approximately
45 m (along field line). Plasma density in this case is low (n<* < 2 x 1O20 m~3 and
na — 2 x 1019 m~3). This solution reflects all principal features of the ITER divertor[8, 6]
with one exception, there is no supersonic flow. But the solution is achieved under some
very strict simplifications. The most important assumption leading to this solutions is
such that there is no coupling between electrons and ions through both Coulomb
exchange and the work of electric field and that 99% of the input power goes to
the ion channel. In this case the ionization capability of the plasma electrons saturates,
allowing for the charge exchange process to be effective. When calculations are based
on more realistic assumptions (with ion-electron coupling) the power unloading becomes
not so straightforward. Charge exchange process is not longer the dominate power loss
mechanism, and efficient ionization gives rise to excessive build up of the plasma density
in the SOL, thus spoiling compatibility with density-limited bulk plasma of the tokamak.
Kukushkin found that for QSOL = 200 MW, the upstream density of ns ~ 2.4 x 1O20 m~3

and the extinction length of around Ls — 45 m.

A similar "slab" calculation has been reported by Weber et al.[43] using 2D fluid
code with a 2-group diffusion approximation for neutrals. The same "artificial" recycling
pattern used by Kukushkin was assumed. The power was supplied equally to electrons
and ions, and equipartition was included. The energy which could be extracted from a
4m deep divertor by CX and ionization was limited to about 30% of the 100MW input
over a wide range of upstream densities (3 x 1019m~3 < ns < 1.6 x 1020 m~3).
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Both above results indicate that it is very difficult to achieve a low pressure solution in
the ITER divertor, and probably it would be necessary to consider high pressure operating
scenario for the ITER divertor.

A simulation of a high pressure gas divertor without impurity radiation has been
reported by Petravic, et.al.[40], using a 2D plasma model and a fluid neutral model, for
an ITER geometry. The solution domain was bounded by the separatrix on one side and
a close -fitting perfectly reflecting wall conforming to a flux surface a few cm out from
the separatrix, with an orthogonal target at the bottom. A power of QSOL — 220 MW
was assumed to flow into the outer leg, and the divertor chamber was filled with various
amounts of neutral gas. Profiles along the separatrix in the poloidal plane are shown in
Fig. 10. There exists relatively short zone of a few cm where the transition from plasma to
neutral gas takes place via recombination. This zone is roughly in Saha equilibrium. The
neutral density is of the order of a few times 1022 m~3 near the target, and its pressure is
comparable to that of the plasma. The energy flux to the plate is reduced to negligible
levels, and the energy is radiated to the sides by ionization and radiation processes. The
midplane density for this case was ns ~ 1.4 x 1020 m~3 and the extinction length equals to
Ls — 30 m). Similar results has been also presented by Schneider, et.al.[\8](QsoL — 100
MW, ns ~ 1.0 x 1O20 m"3, L, = 60 m).

From above results a very important conclusion can be drawn out. In order to achieve
reasonable edge plasma density ( ns ~ 0.5 x 1O20 m"3) in the detached state of ITER
divertor, employing of impurities to radiate significant part of ongoing energy would be
indispensable. Impurity radiation coois electrons and probably would lower the plasma
density at which detachment appears. Results of such calculations have been reported at
the 12th PSI Conference (Saint Raphael, May 1996, France) by A. Kukushkin et. al.[44],
F. Wising et. al.(45] and M. Sugihara et. al.[46]. The study of the ITER divertor by
Kukushkin[44] is done in the ITER EDA divertor geometry using B2-Eirene code package
with full multi-fluid impurity treatment and volumetric recombination of deuterium ions.
Modelling results show that for 200 MW of input power and with Ne concentration of 1%
(Zeff ~ 2) a virtual target regime develops, in which, strong recombination and ionization
form a double layer which acts like a target surface inside the divertor plasma. The
power load, erosion and helium removal are reported to be within acceptable range for
ITER design. It is found that radiation from neutrals, mostly hydrogen, rather than the
radiation from impurity ions is the main switch to the detached state.

A different result is reported in the paper of M.Sugihara, et.al.[46]. It is shown that at
detachment most of the radiation losses are due to impurity radiation. In their calculations
detachment is achieved at considerably high edge density (ns ~ 1O20 m"3) and impurity
concentration (0.35% of Ar). Both papers indicate that the helium exhaust conditions are
satisfied in the ITER divertor (6% of He concentration with 200 m3fs pumping speed). In
the paper of Wising, et.al.[45] the detachment in ITER divertor is achieved at rather low
edge plasma density {QSOL = 100 MW, ns ~ 4 x 1019 m~3) and impurity concentration
of 0.8% Ne {Zefj ~ 1.7). The reason for this rather optimistic edge density is not quite
clear. The simple fixed fraction impurity model employed in the calculations might be
responsible for such results as well as only lD-Navier Stokes treatment of neutrals.

Concerning volumetric recombination, there is growing consensus[44, 45, 52] that it
plays a dominant role in plasma flux detachment.

Anyway, it seems that the problem of high edge density resulting at plasma detach-
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ment. which is incompatible with density limit, to be one of the most crucial points for
ITER divertor design. Additionally such processes as stability and control of the detached
regime, impurity and helium transport in detached plasma appear to be of great impor-
tance for ITER divertor operations. In view of these problems, it is necessary also to
search for other solutions which allow for significant reduction of the power conducted to
the divertor. I seems that using impurities to radiate some part of the heating energy in
the narrow mantle inside separatrix could be beneficial for ITER design.

Radiative power exhaust from ITER

The use of radiation from injected impurities to disperse the plasma exhaust power over
wider surface areas of the first wall and the divertor chamber walls seems to be one
of the most promising methods in effort to reduce the peak heat load in ITER. Such
radiation can originate from plasma core, from within a thin mantle at the outer edge of
confined plasma, and from the divertor SOL regions of the plasma. The possibility of the
establishment of a radiative mantle by impurity seeding into tokamak plasma, is highly
beneficial for ITER since it would make much easier ITER divertor design problem. Such
calculations has been performed by Mandrekas et. al.[53, 54, 55]. They found that an
effective stable radiative mantle is established when the temperature range of the region
just outside separatrix corresponds to the temperature range of the maximum radiation for
the seeded impurity. Calculations are based on the 1 \D radial transport code WHIST[56],
with multi-charge state impurity transport, coupled to a "2-point " SOL/divertor model
with impurity radiation. Simulations have been performed for ITER EDA parameters
with injection of C, Ne, Ar, Fe and Kr impurities to the SOL plasma. In order to satisfy
ITER performance requirements, constrains on the decrease of the time averaged fusion
alpha power Pa and on reduction of the plasma Q have been imposed:

APa/K < 5% and Q = 5Pa/PRF > 30

It has been found that a large percentage of the plasma core heating power (35% - Ne,
55% -Ar, 60% - Fe, 70% -Kr) can be radiated to the first wall from the core and mantle,
without significant altering the core power balance, altering the current profile near the
q = 2 surface, or violating the H-mode threshold.

It should be pointed out anyway that the radiation in the core is limited due to
requirement that the power entering the SOL must remain above the H-mode power
threshold, predicted to be above 150 MW for ITER[57].

3.2 Experimental status of the radiative divertor

High radiation regimes and detached divertor operation has become an accepted tech-
nique for reducing heat loads to the divertor plates. The primary experimental methods
leading to detached plasma are due to increased core plasma density and the addition of
impurities. It is apparent that experimental efforts must be made to exert finer control
over characteristics of detachment in order to optimize the reduction of heat flow to the
divertor plates, while minimizing the influence of increased contamination and radiation
on energy confinement. Studies of detached plasmas have been performed on the ma-
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jority of existing tokamaks. In the following the short review of the radiative divertor
experiments is presented.

• JET tokamakflO. 38, 58, 59]

A series of experiments have been carried out on Mark I pumped divertor of JET in
order to characterize detached and highly radiative plasma, with input power 1-2 times
the H-mode threshold power. It has been found that pure deuterium puffing into H-
mode discharges is not sufficient to produce more than 50% radiated power fraction.
Simultaneously with this radiation level the energy confinement is degraded down to
L-mode values (H/TERSQP « 1-2). In order to increase the fraction of radiated power,
without excessive lost of energy confinement, nitrogen, neon and argon impurities were
injected to the tokamak plasma. It has been found that going from nitrogen to neon and
then to argon, the split in radiation between the divertor and bulk plasma changes from
2:1, to 1:1 and to 1:2, which indicates that N2 maximizes the divertor radiation. During
radiative discharges the energy confinement is reduced. The radiative discharges appear
to be rather in L-mode (with HITERSQF ^ 1.5). The observed Zejj in radiating plasma
is high Zefj ~ 3 (15 MW of input power). It is found that the minimum Ze / / which
can be achieved is linearly proportional to the input power for a given plasma current,
which can be explained by the fact, that the radiative regime is usually around 75% of
the Greenwald limit independent of input power. There is no evidence for any dramatic
change in core impurity content when the radiating region moves to the X-point.

• JT60-U tokamak[13]

In the open divertor configuration of JT60-U, highly radiating plasma regimes have
been found, which are responsible for the heat flux reduction to divertor plates. It has
been found that in an L-mode discharge, the radiating zone is located at the separatrix
zone close to the divertor tiles and the divertor radiation loss fraction is limited to less
than 20-30 % of input power. Large radiation losses can be achieved only when the
radiation regions move to both sides of the X-point. It appears that the divertor radiation
loss fraction increases as a function of ne and qejj (Lc) (Fig.11). As plasma density ne

increases, the intensive radiation region near the target plate starts to move towards the X-
point and radiation power increases up to 50%, and significant heat reduction is attained.
It is important to note, that in this state, no increase in carbon and oxygen impurities in
the core plasma and no degradation in energy confinement is observed. Further increase
of ne leads to appearance of MARFE's and sudden increase of impurity influx to the core
plasma.

• ASDEX Upgrade[60, 61]

Experiments have been performed on ASDEX-Upgrade in order to investigate ITER
divertor R&D topics. Completely Detached H-mode (CDH) regimes have been investi-
gated. Continuous divertor detachment in H-mode in ASDEX-Upgrade has been achieved
with Ne puffing. D2 puffing has been used to control the density. The radiation levels
in the main chamber have been controlled by Ne puffing. An order of magnitude drop
in the particle, momentum and energy fluxes on the plate has been achieved. For a
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typical Ne CDH discharge ( #6136 2T. IMA, 1.5MW (D) P j V B /). with ?Z1 ~ 4A/1V,
P™°/ ~ 3 : V W> P«ar««t < IMW, ?heat ~ 8A/W, Zeff < 3, much of the radiation was
close to the X point with about 4MW from main plasma inside the separatrix and about
3MW from the SOL and divertor. The energy was spread out on walls with less than
1MW in the divertor plates. There is strong momentum detachment in the CDH mode:
a factor of 10 (r ~ 0.5cm) to 100 (r ~ 0.0) drop in pressure along field lines. The
entrainment of Neon and helium has been studied; Ne is strongly compressed (2 — 20)
for high neutral fueling rates. The result is independent of pumping speed or the puff
location which means that internal deuterium recycling fluxes dominate the compression.
The He compression is less efficient than Neon. The CDH density operation window is
about O.ftbnGreenwaid < n^DH < TiGrr.enwaid- Confinement remains high with large radi-
ated power fractions. The CDH mode reaches T£JTUER^2-P(ELMV) ~ 1. A comparison
of different impurities (Ne,N2, Ar) shows that Ne, Nitrogen and Argon look similar in
bolometer emissivities. Ne discharges are very quiet, N2 discharges are more noisy with
lots of ELM's. Argon has relatively more radiation from the main plasma. The effective
charge is close to 3 in CDH mode.

• DIII -D tokamak[12, 62, 63, 64]

Experiments have been performed on DIII-D aiming at investigating highly radiative
plasma. Two techniques have been used to achieve high radiation fraction from divertor:
D2 injection and neon injection. ELMing H-mode plasmas have been analyzed. Introduc-
ing deuterium to the divertor increases divertor radiation by increasing plasma density
and lowering plasma temperature in the vicinity of the target plates. As a result, the ra-
diation due to both, recycling particles and intrinsic impurities (mainly carbon) increases.
For typical DIII-D parameters neon radiates efficiently in the divertor plasma as well as
in a thin "mantle" region just inside the separatrix. It has been found that it is possible
to reduce the divertor heat flux by factor 5-10 by puffing the deuterium or impurities into
divertor region. In both cases, a localized radiation zone near the X-point is observed. It
appears that it is possible to control the detached plasma operation by feedback control
of the rate of impurity gas injection. During neon puffing, a radiating mantle just inside
the separatrix, in the core plasma is also observed. At high radiation divertor operations
plasma momentum is reduced due to interactions with neutrals. The energy confinement
time is not changed substantially (confinement enhancement of 1.8 x ITER 89P L-mode
scaling have been obtained with a radiated power fraction of 65%) during the puffing
experiments, but there are significant influences on the plasma core: the core density rises
with D2 puffing, and the core Zejj rises with impurity puffing (to ~ 3 in the case of neon).

• Alcator C-Mod tokamak[17, 65]

Two general types of dissipative divertor characteristics have been observed in Alca-
tor C-Mod; a "radiative" divertor and a "detached" divertor. The definition for radiative
divertor in Alcator C-Mod is that Pfx

a
v
d be large (i.e.> 0.25 Qtnp) and that plasma pres-

sure be approximately constant along magnetic surfaces. Detached divertor operation is
defined to be when plasma pressure is no longer constant along open magnetic field lines.
This process typically manifests as a drop in the saturation current to the plate.
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Radiative divertor

A highly radiative divertor is typical for the standard operation of Alcator C-Mod. In
this case a large fraction of the power flowing to the divertor (~ 80%) is removed from the
plasma before reaching the divertor plates. It appears that carbon and oxygen radiation
play an important role in the divertor power balance. The molybdenum source rate from
target plates is usually negligible in the Alcator C-Mod divertor. Carbon appears to be
a major contributor to the divertor radiated power. It should be noted that in Alcator
C-Mod hydrogen is not an important contributor to the divertor radiation. The majority
of the divertor radiation is peaked along the outer divertor separatrix leg, from X-point
region to the strike point.

Detached divertor operation

Detached divertor conditions, with strong reduction of plasma pressure, have been
observed in Alcator C-Mod tokamak. It has been found that as plasma density increases
(or plasma current decreases) an abrupt transition from standard radiative divertor to
detached divertor occurs. In the region of the detachment the electron temperature is
observed to be below 5 eV, allowing charge exchange and elastic ion-neutral collisions
to dominate over ionization in processes involving neutrals. The radiation in divertor is
high (~ 80% of QinP)- Prior to detachment the radiation is peaked along the separatrix
outer divertor leg. At detachment there is a rearrangement of the radiation with the peak
in the emission moving up above X-point. The onset of detachment also has significant
effect on the impurity level in the plasma. It is observed that the global impurity particle
time is affected by the transition from radiative to detached divertor. It is found that the
levels of impurities in the central plasma increases by a factor 2 after detachment. Also
core electron density increases during detachment. It is important to note that detached
plasma is observed in Alcator C-Mod at densities much below (~ 25%) the Greenwald
limit.

Concerning injected impurities (Ne, Ar, N2,CD4) it has been found that recycling
impurities (Ne,Ar) are effective in inducing detachment for L-mode plasmas but not for
H-mode plasmas with ITER-like high heat fluxes. The effect of impurities in both cases
is to reduce the power flowing to the SOL through increase in core radiation. Divertor
radiation, if anything is reduced. The lower Z gases N2, CD4 are found to be more
efficacious in this regard, because they bring about increased Pf^j as well as Pr

c°"- It is
found that the core energy confinement of H-mode plasmas is more adversely affected
by the injection of higher Z gases that by N2 (HITERSSP « 1-2 — 1.5). In all cases core
contamination is unacceptably large (Zefj ~ 3 ).

• Conclusions

Detachment from divertors seems to be a very complicated phenomena involving large
gradients in plasma pressure parallel to the magnetic field lines. There are many incon-
sistencies or at least differences between observation in what is reported from different
machines. Geometry appears to play an important role in detachment but gas-box or slot
type divertors prepared for ITER have so far only been adequately tested in small linear
machines. Current experiments all show that in detached discharges the radiating region
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is located near the X-point. Experiments (as well as theory) show that impurities seem to
be required to make detached divertor plasmas work, but in all machines it is found that
the resultant core Ze]j is high (~ 3) leading to poorer confinement and strong plasma
dilution.

4 Summary

It is generally recognized that the coupled problems of power and particle exhaust, and
impurity control are among the most difficult problems which should be solved for demon-
stration of the controlled ignition and extended burn of D-T plasma. In the present paper
a solution to divertor problems in a next step large fusion device such as ITER is exam-
ined.

A significant progress has been made in the modelling of both impurity seeded divertors
and gas target divertors in the last few years. Although no completely satisfactory solution
on ITER divertor has yet been produced for either high or low neutral pressure, trends
are becoming discernible. Further support for these concept come from rather successful,
intensive experimental works curried out at DIII-D, Alcator-C, ASDEX-U, JT-60U and
JET experiments. Result of investigations indicate that rather a moderate to high neutral
pressure (than low pressure), large volume gas target divertor, possible assisted by some
radiation from injected impurities, has a reasonable chance of being successful.

It appears that the conventional "high recycling divertor concept", which is typical
for most present day tokamaks, will not suffice for an ITER sized tokamak, principally,
because the deposition is too localized, resulting in severe erosion and melting of the
target plates.

Therefore a novel concept is proposed, based on observation of power reduction by
about one order of magnitude in existing tokamaks at high density operation. The ITER
divertor relies on momentum loss through recirculating high density neutral gas (dynamic
high density gas target regime) in order to reduce the plasma pressure in front of the
target. In this solution, the plasma is extinguished before it reaches the target plates by
interactions with neutrals along the length of the divertor plasma. At this condition a
significant reduction in the power deposited onto divertor target by radiation, through
a combination of bremsstrahlung in the core, and impurity radiation in the edge, SOL
and/or divertor region can be achieved. It is expected that more than 90% of the total
power conducted in the scrape-off layer will be dispersed in the divertor to the sidewall
structures.

It should be stressed that dissipation of power in the divertor chamber requires ra-
diation losses by impurities, since with a pure hydrogen plasma, the gaseous divertor
scheme appears to be not compatible with the Greenwald limit[66](0.8 x 1020 m~3 in the
case of ITER) and the confinement scenario. Regarding impurities one should note that
the impurity transport is strongly dominated by the thermal forces and the plasma flow
pattern, causing the distribution in the edge to be far from optimum. At this point a
scheme is needed to control and stabilize the impurity radiation, and the concept must
be compatible with particle exhaust and good core confinement.

Another weak point of the ITER concepts is that the gaseous divertor scheme is very
risky, because of the narrow operation regime close to the disruption limit and because of
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the reduction of confinement due to back-flow of neutral hydrogen and impurities. The
detached plasma or MARFE's, which are considered to be close to the gaseous divertor
state, is observed near density limit. Furthermore, with detached plasmas or MARFE's,
energy confinement is reduced because of excessive backflow of neutral particles. Impurity
retention in detached state is also poor, probably due to reduction of friction force.

It is clear that experiments on radiative and gas target divertors are needed in a variety
of configurations and machines to provide the basis for model refinement and convincing
extrapolation to ITER. Among others, solutions to the following problems seems to be
indispensable on the way to the successful ITER divertor design:

• the compatibility of the high density divertor operation with the Greenwald limit[67],

• how to achieve wide operating window in edge density at detached plasma operation
without degradation of the plasma confinement,

• H to L threshold under detached conditions,

• how to control and stabilize the impurity radiation,

• how to retain impurities into the divertor region,

• the compatibility of the high radiation divertor concept with the requirement Ze// <
1.6.

It is expected that the detailed design of the divertor will evolve according to the
progress of the supporting physics. The present engineering concept of the ITER diver-
tor is characterized by large flexibility which will allow to follow an alternative physics
concept without the necessity to re-design the whole system.
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